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The Bill of Rights is the first 10 Amendments to the Constitution. It spells out Americans’ rights
about their government. It guarantees civil rights and liberties to the individual—like freedom of
speech, press, and religion. It sets rules for due process of law and reserves all powers not
delegated to the Federal Government to the people of the States. And it specifies that “the
enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people.”You will learn:-Why the Founding Fathers wanted to replace the
Articles of Confederation with a new Constitution.-Why some Founders wouldn't accept the
Constitution without the addition of a Bill of Rights.-The history and purpose of each
Amendment to the US Constitution in the Bill of Rights.-The rights each amendment protects
and why those rights are just as important today as they were to the Founders.-How our most
basic rights are being threatened today and, even more importantly... what to do about it.-
Understand Your Rights instills a solid understanding of your basic rights as Americans. After
reading this book, you will recognize government overreach when you see it. The days of
Americans being ignorant of the Constitution and their rights must come to an end.By reading
Understand Your Rights, you will be well equipped to help reverse the decay in modern
American life. The America we have always known is disappearing before our eyes, but if we
educate ourselves about the principles in this book and put them into practice, we will see a
turnaround in this nation and our BEST days will be ahead of us!

"¡Este es un libro completo sobre el libro guía de la dieta alcalina completa! Recomendaría este
libro a todos los que quieran actualizar allí. Coma bien con el libro de cocina de dieta alcalina
fácil. ¡Sugeriría este libro!" - Rizwan Khan"Me encanta este libro, muy útil. Tengo cáncer de seno
y estoy bajo quimioterapia y este libro me está ayudando a mejorar mi estilo de vida y mi dieta."
- Erica--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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   Chapter 1 The First American GovernmentMany colonists started to look towards the future
during the American Revolution. They envisioned a time when the war would be over, and that a
new American government would be established. A new government would be needed if they
were able to overthrow the British government.Richard Henry Lee was a delegate representing
Virginia at the Continental Congress. He submitted a resolution to Congress in 1776 calling for
"declaration d'independence" from Great Britain. The full Congress accepted the resolution and
a committee created the official Declaration of Independence we now know. You can find the
Declaration of Independence on page 285, even if it has been awhile.Many people don't know
that the Lee Resolution also required "a plan for confederation" be prepared and sent to the
Colonies for consideration and approval.This idea was also approved by Congress, who
appointed a committee that would draft it.document that would govern the new nation, which
was made up of thirteen ex-British colonies. It is called the Articles of Confederation. The
Articles of Confederation was the final document. The Articles of Confederation were submitted
to the States in November 1777.Virginia was the first state in the United States to accept the
Articles of Confederation, December 1777. In the next four months, nine other colonies
accepted them. Over the next few years, the remaining three colonies, New Jersey Delaware
Maryland, and Delaware, accepted them. These states took so long to accept because of the
war, internal disputes about joining the union, and a reluctance in giving up West-related land
claims. The union was completed when Maryland approved the Articles of Union on March 1,
1781.The Articles of ConfederationArticles of Confederation created a weak central government
with limited power. Why did the Founders create a weak central government? Simple answer:
they didn't want another dictatorial government to replace theirs. Instead, they saw each state as
a sovereign territory that could create its own laws and run its affairs however it
wished.Accordingly, Article 2 contains the following:"Each state retains their sovereignty,
freedom and independence and any power, jurisdiction and right that is not expressly delegated
by this Confederation to the United States in Congress assembled."The simple meaning of this
article is that the federal Congress can only do the things specifically granted to it by the Articles
of Confederation. Each state had the right to determine its own authority.The Articles of
Confederation established the rules for relations between states and defined the powers of a
new government of the United States:Congress was responsible for national security – that is,
that an attack on one was considered an attack on all and Congress was required to deal with
such an attack.Citizens of the United States were given the right to freely travel and conduct
business in any state as long as they obeyed the laws of the state they were in.If a criminal fled
justice to another state, he had to be deported to the state from which he fled at the request of
the executive of that state.Full faith and credit was to be given by each state to the other states’
records, laws and judicial proceedings. This means that a marriage certificate, a criminal
conviction or any other such legal matter in one state had to be recognized by the others.Each
state was given one vote in Congress and could have two to seven delegates attend.Only the
central government was allowed to engage in commercial treaties and political negotiations with



foreign governments.Only the central government could declare war or participate in Except in
the case of imminent invasion, war is not allowed. States were not permitted to keep standing
armies and navies but were required to have a well-armed, trained militia ready.If Congress
needed to raise an army, the states would raise the soldiers and appoint all the leaders with the
rank of colonel or lower, Congress would then appoint higher ranking officers and would direct
these armies.Any expenses for Congress were to be paid by the state legislatures in proportion
to the value of the land in each state.A committee consisting of one member of each A state
delegation was established to manage the government during the absence of Congress. To
make the decision of this committee, at least nine states must agree.If Canada decided to join
the confederation, it would be allowed. Congress would assume all debts incurred by the states
as a result of war.All decisions made in Congress had to have the consent of at least nine
states.The Articles were perpetual and could only be altered with agreement of all the state
legislatures.The following were additional provisions to the above. Congress is the only authority
for the following:Declare war, appoint ambassadors. Create an army and navy. Make rules
regarding military prizes captured on land and at sea. appoint courts to try crimes at sea. create
a system for weights and measurements.The complete Articles of Confederation can be found
on page 290.The powers granted to Congress were very limited. Except for maritime crimes,
Congress didn't make criminal law nor appoint courts that could try criminals or settle disputes.
Congress didn't have the power to force the states to pay the money they owed. Congress didn't
regulate trade between states nor the prices of goods. Although Congress could appoint an
individual leader for each session, there was no President. There was no Supreme Court.This
caused quite a lot of problems for the government. The government would request money from
the states whenever it needed it. But they didn't. Trade between states and other countries was
severely hampered by the fact that each state had its own trade laws. Trade with England would
be allowed by one state, but not by another. One state would fix the cotton price at one price,
while another would complain that their prices are being undercut.Because Congress didn't
have enough money, the army was always short of funds. Because foreign ambassadors didn't
know if the states would follow them, it was difficult to create commercial treaties. Congress
could not even get half of its members to attend!What would happen if a new war broke out?
What if Congress had the power to create and implement a war effort that could barely sustain
itself?Rotunda for Charters of Freedom National Archives Washington DC Home of Articles of
Confederation, Declaration of Independence and RotundaUnited States Constitution - 1A New
ConstitutionMany people believed that all of this confusion and weakness led to a need for a
new constitution that would allow the central government to have the necessary power to govern
the country.Alexander Hamilton, George Washington and James Madison were among the first
to advocate for a new constitution that gave the central government stronger powers. Because
they advocated for a stronger federal government, they were known as Federalists.However,
there were others who opposed the idea and became known as AntiFederalists. They were
happy for their states to decide all the decisions. They did not want a central government that



made decisions that would have an impact on their lives or take away their power. Anti-
Federalists included men like Thomas Jefferson, George Mason and Elbridge Gerry. James
Monroe, Richard Henry Lee and James Monroe were all Anti-Federalists.Alexander Hamilton
and James Madison led a meeting in 1786 to discuss some of the issues under the Articles of
Confederation. Five state delegates met in Annapolis, Maryland to discuss how a national
system of commercial regulation could reduce conflicts between them and increase economic
activity. The Annapolis Convention was born from the convention.Only New Jersey, New York
and Pennsylvania were represented at Annapolis. Massachusetts, Rhode Island and North
Carolina had appointed delegate, but they didn't arrive in time to attend the meeting.
Connecticut, South Carolina and Georgia didn't take any action to send delegate.Delegates at
the Annapolis Convention felt that there weren't enough states to reach any meaningful
agreements. So they made a report known as the Annapolis Convention Report, asking
Congress to convene a meeting in Philadelphia the next May to amend the Articles of
Confederation. They requested that trade policies between states be reviewed. However, they
also requested that the entire Articles of Confederation be reviewed to address other areas of
concern that are well-known to all. The Annapolis Convention report can be viewed on page
299.The report was presented by the Annapolis Convention delegates to the Congress of the
Confederation. They were unanimously accepted by the Congress of the Confederation. On May
14, 1787, a new convention was to be established that would review the Articles of
Confederation for problems and make recommendations on how to improve its functioning. The
Constitutional ConventionAlthough the Convention met in Philadelphia in May 1787 to amend
the Articles of Confederation's, some delegates had more ambitious plans. They wanted to
abolish the Articles completely and create a new constitution.James Madison, a Virginian, was
one of the most prominent proponents for a new constitution. He presented a meticulously
researched and designed plan to create a new constitution when he arrived at Philadelphia.All
delegates did not arrive in Philadelphia on the first day due to the unpredictable nature travel
back then. It took many weeks for everyone else to arrive. Madison was however among the
first.Madison used this opportunity to promote his plan to the Pennsylvania and Virginia
delegations that arrived earlier than most others. The Virginia delegation presented the plan to
all present. Madison's plan was supported by both Pennsylvania and Virginia delegations. They
formed strong alliances in the Convention to encourage acceptance by all.The entire Congress
eventually voted to accept Madison’s plan for a new Constitution. They then began to examine
each section and made revisions until the document was acceptable in the eyes of as many
delegate as possible.The Content of the New ConstitutionThe Constitution is well-known by
most Americans. It is recommended that you read the entire United States Constitution on page
304. It is easy to read. The Constitution is the first step to understanding how America's
government functions. Here is a basic overview:The Legislative BranchArticle 1 establishes the
powers of the Legislative branch of the Government, also known as the Congress of the United
States. It created the House of Representatives. This body is composed of 435 members, each



one divided according to the state's size. Larger states have an advantage. Twoyear terms are
granted to representatives.Article 1 also creates the Senate. Each state has two Senators
serving six-year terms. Because each state has the exact same number of senators it is possible
for small states to have the same power in the Senate. This means that the larger states cannot
take over smaller ones. The original appointment of senators was made by the state in which
they were to serve. They looked out for the interests and the House looked out for the
people's.Article 1 also states that Congress must meet at least once per year. Members can be
fined for not showing up. Members cannot be detained while they travel back and forth between
Congress and the House. All spending bills must be passed by both houses of Congress. The
President can veto them. Congress can collect taxes and lay and collect taxes. Congress can
establish an army, navy and lower federal courts. Congress is the only one who can declare war
or print money.To alleviate some of this squabbling among the states under the Articles of
Confederation the new Constitution allowed Congress to regulate all trade between interstates
and foreign trade. However, it strictly prohibited any regulations favoring one state over the
other.Scene at the Signing of the Constitution byHoward Chandler Christy - 2The Constitution
prohibited states from imposing taxes on imports or exports from other states, printing currency,
entering into treaties and maintaining standing armies and navies.The Executive BranchArticle 2
of the Constitution creates the Executive Branch. The President and Vice President offices are
created and granted four-year terms. The Electoral College is established. The President takes
control of the army and navy (today's National Guard).With the approval and consent of
Congress, the President has the power to sign treaties with foreign countries and appoint
diplomats, judges, and other government officers. He also has the responsibility of receiving
foreign ambassadors, and executing laws passed by Congress.The Judicial BranchArticle 3
creates the Supreme Court, which is the highest court in the country. It allows judges to continue
serving as long as they have "good conduct," which is usually for life. It defines the cases that
the Supreme Court can hear, and includes cases between citizens or states. It guarantees the
right to trial by jury. Additionally, it defines treason at "giving aid or comfort to foreign
enemies".Articles Four through SevenThe Constitution's remaining articles, Articles 4-7, require
that all states recognize laws from other states. This means that, for example, if a couple marries
in Missouri, Massachusetts must also recognize their marriage. Likewise, if someone is
convicted in Florida of a crime, Texas will also consider him guilty.The last four articles also
guarantee equal treatment of all citizens, regardless of their state. If a person commits a crime
and flees to another country, he must return to the original state to face the charges.The rules for
admitting new States to the Union have been established and the government is guaranteed to
function as a "republican government". This means that the power of the federal and state
governments comes from the people. It guarantees that the federal government will defend the
people against invasions and domestic rebellion.Article 5 outlines the process for amending the
Constitution. Two-thirds of each House of Congress must propose Amendments.These are
forwarded to the States. It becomes law if three-fourths vote in favor of the Amendment.The



Constitution's final section guarantees that any debts incurred by the government pursuant to
the Articles of Confederation before the Constitution is amended will be assumed by the next
government. It makes the Constitution and any laws and treaties passed by the Congress the
supreme Law of the Land, and requires all judges and executive officers to swear allegiance to
the Constitution.The last Article of Constitution, Article 7, is the one that brings us to the subject
of this book: the Bill of Rights.Article 7 states that every state must have a ratification convention
in order to approve the Constitution being established as the new governing document for the
United States. To be effective, it requires approval from nine of the thirteen States. To "ratify"
something is to "formally approve," to "express assent" or to "make legally valid." If the states
"ratify" the Constitution they would be officially approving, expressing their assent and making it
legally effective.The Constitution was drafted by the Philadelphia Convention. It was then sent to
the Congress of the Confederation, which met in New York. The Congress sent a copy of the
Constitution to each state, along with instructions for holding a convention to ratify the
Constitution.This is how the Bill of Rights was created.   Chapter 2 The Need for a Bill of
RightsWhat is the Bill of Rights' purpose? Why was the Bill of Rights so important to the
Founding Fathers What purpose does it serve? What is a "bill-of-rights"?After the Constitution
was sent to the States for ratification in fall 1787, there was a lively debate across the country
about its size and scope. Remember that the United States had only just overthrown a dictatorial
government a few years earlier. They were very wary of any central government and wanted to
make sure that they did not create another tyrannical power.After the Constitution was
published, citizens were able to view it and voice their opinions. As mentioned, people tended to
coalesce into two camps: the Federalists or the Anti-Federalists.The following questions were
the core of their disagreement:*How much power should the federal government have? *How
much power should the states be allowed to retain? What should the individual's power be?To
have a central government, the states and individuals would need to give up some power in
order to allow that government to work. Many citizens were worried that the new government
might attempt to remove their basic human rights, as the British government did. The states are
used to managing themselves.Federalists vs. Anti-Federalists"Federal" is a central government
made up of different states that havejoined a confederation or union. The Federal Government of
the United States is the government in Washington DC. that has certain powers given by the 50
individual states.The federal government is not the source of its origin, but the states. The
federal government has certain powers because the states are sovereign entities. To perform
certain functions, the central government was created by the states. This will assist you in your
work.Because of the failures of Articles of Confederation, federalists sought to create a stronger
government. Anti-Federalists believed a strong central government could take away the rights
and freedoms of individual states. Remember that a government is composed of people. If evil or
ambitious people get elected, they could use their power and take advantage of others or use
them for personal gain. The Anti-Federalists wanted to stop evil people from taking advantage of
the rest.Federalists did not want to create a government that was so powerful it took away the



rights of the people, but they wanted it strong enough to keep the country together and promote
the welfare of the citizens.While the Anti-Federalists wanted a central government they also
wanted greater local control because it was easier to monitor. They were concerned about the
fact that a distant central government would not be responsive to the needs of the people, and it
would become more difficult to control if its power grew too much.The new Constitution was not
passed by the states as they began to examine it. Many people were unsure if this new
government would be too strong at the expense the states and individual freedoms.Anti-
Federalists voiced concerns about such things asFreedom of speech, freedom to worship,
freedom to petition the government and the right of trial by jury. These people had witnessed
government abuses of these rights throughout English and colonial histories and were
concerned that the new government would do the same. Many people were nervous that the
new Constitution didn't address these issues.They were particularly nervous about one passage
in the Constitution.Article 1 Section 8 states that Congress has power:"To make all laws
necessary and proper to carry into Execution all Powers foregoing and all other Powers vested
in this Constitution in the United States Government or in any Department of Officer
thereof."This gave Congress the freedom to do whatever it wanted beyond what was clearly
required.Many Anti-Federalists were so alarmed they pledged to never support the Constitution
in its current form. Others said that they could accept the Constitution provided that a "bill" of
rights was attached to it. This document would set out the rights of both the citizens and the
states and protect them from the federal government.What is a Bill of Rights and how do you
define it?The colonies began to create Bills of Rights in response to the abuses of the British
and colonial governments throughout the years. A Bill of Rights can be described asDocument
that describes the rights of individuals that the government cannot interfere with.The English Bill
of Rights of 1689 was the first to establish this practice. The Parliament passed this Bill in 1689.
It established certain limitations on the sovereign as well as the rights and privileges of
Parliament and the citizens. These rights included the right to petition the government and the
right to bear arms, hold regular elections, and the right of the citizens to petition the government.
These and many other things were forbidden by monarchs before them who held absolute
power.If the monarch didn’t like the way the government was He would not allow voting. He
would ban his political enemies from possessing guns and imprison people on false accusations
without the right to a fair trial. The Bill of Rights was a simple way to limit the sovereign's powers.
The Bill of Rights simply stated that the sovereign could not follow or be like them and could be
removed from power.Bills of Rights were passed by many colonial governments and state
governments before the American Revolution. It wasn't a novel idea when Anti-Federalists
demanded one.Alexander Hamilton and James Madison, both Federalists, were concerned
about the addition of a Bill of Rights. If a Bill of Rights was to be added, they believed that there
would be a hidden risk. They believed that the Constitution could imply that certain rights are
protected if they are listed.Also, the list of human rights is too long to include in one document.
They could not have possibly listed all of them. It might be interpreted that other rights were not



protected if they only listed a few.The Federalists, on the other hand, argued that the
Constitution's writers intended for the federal government to only have power over a limited
number of items that were clearly defined and laid out in the Constitution. The states were able
to keep any power or right that was not given to the federal government. The addition of a Bill of
Rights was therefore unnecessary.Hypothetically speaking, if 1,000 rights are being protected
and the government has control over thirty of them, then it does not make sense to prohibit the
government from violating the remaining 970 rights. Only 30 areas are available for government.
All other areas are out of bounds. The Constitution only lists the capabilities of the government,
and not the limitations. It could go on for years listing all the things it can't do. This argument was
made by Hamilton, Madison, and other Federalists.However, this argument didn't sway Anti-
Federalists. The Constitution gave only some powers to the federal government. However, the
AntiFederalists wanted a Bill of Rights. They demanded that their rights were clearly defined, in
clear terms, and that the government be limited as to what it could or could not do with individual
and state rights. Many threatened to veto the Constitution if a Bill of Rights wasn't added.The
Massachusetts CompromiseIn many states, the Anti-Federalist sentiment was so strong that the
Constitution's passage was at risk. The sentiment in Delaware, Pennsylvania and New Jersey,
Georgia, and Connecticut was positive, and all of these states ratified Constitution by early
1788. Other states were more divided and uncertain.Massachusetts was the most populous
state in America and its vote was crucial to the decision of whether the Constitution would
become law on a national basis. However, the Anti-Federalists had a slight advantage in
predicting how the vote would turn.The Federalists devised a compromise solution to the
problem. They hoped it would convince some Anti-Federalists into changing their votes. The
Massachusetts Compromise was born.The Massachusetts Compromise acknowledged the
desire of AntiFederalists for a Bill of Rights to be included in the Constitution. It would define
certain rights that the people could retain and not be restricted by the federal government. It
suggested that, if the Anti-Federalists voted yes to accept the Constitution immediately, the First
Congress of a new government would receive suggestions from the states on items to be added
to a Bill of Rights. Then they would vote on which items to include.James Madison and other
Federalists thought this was unnecessary. They were not happy with the addition of a Bill of
Rights in a document that had very narrowly defined powers granted to the federal government.
However, they agreed to include one to quell the Anti-Federalist camp's fears and to see the
Constitution officially ratified and declared law of the land.The Massachusetts Compromise
succeeded as they had hoped. Many Massachusetts AntiFederalist votes switched to yes votes,
and Massachusetts voted for the new Constitution with a narrow vote (187 for and168
against).This set off a chain reaction that saw positive ratifications take place in all the other
states. Over the next few months, Maryland and South Carolina voted for New Hampshire. The
Constitutional requirement that nine states vote in the affirmative to the Constitution was fulfilled
by New Hampshire's June 21 1788 vote. This allowed the document to become effective. New
York and Virginia voted for the document in June and July.When seven states voted to ratify



Constitution, they also created a list with amendments that would be sent to First Congress.
There were 148 proposed amendments, some of which could be classified as protected rights in
the Bill of Rights, and others that would alter the Constitution's text.Massachusetts submitted
nine proposed amendments. These included a guarantee of trial before a jury and denial of any
American officer to accept any title from foreign powers.Virginia submitted a list with forty
amendments to Congress. These included a demand that all federal receipts be published at
least once per year, a four-year term limit for all military personnel, except during wartime, and
an exaltation to no one.office is hereditary.New York submitted 23 amendments. These included
a ban against quartering troops in their homes, a ban upon law enforcement seizing property
without due process, a guarantee that the right to bear arms is protected, and a guarantee that
the freedom of religion is protected from cruel and unusual punishments.Maryland sent 13.
South Carolina sent five. New Hampshire sent 12. North Carolina sent 46.The Congress of the
Confederation approved the new Constitution on September 13, 1788 and informed the 11
states that had already joined to hold elections. On March 4, 1789, the First Congress met for
the first time and began its work. Two months later, George Washington was inaugurated.It was
notable that Rhode Island and North Carolina had not joined the United States until this point
due to their strong Anti-Federalist sentiments. The Constitution was eventually accepted
everywhere, thanks to the hard work of the creators. North Carolina and Rhode Island voted to
join the Union on November 21, 1789. Rhode Island followed suit on May 29, 1790.James
Madison Introduces the AmendmentsJames Madison fulfilled the promise to the Anti-Federalists
that he would create a Bill of Rights when the First Congress met. He was concerned that the
Anti-Federalists would demand a Bill of Rights, which could lead to the Constitution being
undermined and the government in further chaos.The long-term success of the fledgling
government at that time was questionable. It was not known if the American government
experiment would succeed. It would it last for five or ten more years? They would have to fight an
internal war for the right to decide who will be in power. What if they were to end up with an
American dictatorship?Madison believed that the anti-Federalist demands and antagonism
could be enough to tip the balance in favor of the Constitution as written. This would create long-
lasting instability.James Madison - 3James Madison was the principal architect of the US
Constitution. After spending months researching different forms of government, he was the main
force at the Constitutional Convention held in Philadelphia in 1787. He was one of many
delegates who had spent much time and effort negotiating compromises with various groups
and their interests in order to create a Constitution strong enough to govern and survive a
nation.Madison did not believe that a Bill of Rights was needed, but he supported it to garner the
support of Anti-Federalists. Because he was from an anti-Federalist area, he had to promise that
he would support a Bill of Rights for his Virginia district. North Carolina and Rhode Island were
the other two states that hadn't yet accepted the Constitution. He believed that if he pressed for
amendments to Constitution, these two states would be persuaded to join the new United States
of America.In order to quickly shore up support for the Constitution and get the AntiFederalists



on board, Madison made a famous speech to the First Congress on June 8, 1789, in which he
proposed that Congress quickly add twenty amendments to the Constitution. Madison had taken
the list of 148amendments that were submitted by the states and whittled He narrowed them
down to twenty that he believed would pass and cause the least controversy. He emphasized the
need to protect individual liberties such as freedoms of speech, religion, and trial by jury. These
were the most important concerns of the AntiFederalists. On page 326, you can find James
Madison's entire speech to Congress in which he introduced the amendments.Madison believed
that the twenty modifications would be universally accepted and would calm fears of those
calling for greater protection of individual liberties. He wanted to quickly get past the controversy
and win the support of Anti-Federalists. He understood that the new government would be a
long-term success if the majority of Americans supported it. He did not want to see a long-
running debate about which amendments should be added, as support for the new government
might wane.Madison believed that adding a Bill of Rights was essential to stabilize the infant
government. He also wanted to retain control over the Constitution's basic design and prevent
others from altering it. Madison was able to quickly offer the most popular amendments and
prevented others from proposing new ideas that could significantly alter the structure that had
been established by the Constitutional Convention.Madison's twenty amendments were
received by the House of Representatives. They were then reworked to 17 amendments by
August 17 and submitted to Senate. Madison had originally intended to include the amendments
in the text of his speech to Congress. He did not want them to be added at the end of a list. The
House of Representatives, however, rejected Madison's idea and attached the alterations
separately to the document as a Bill of Rights.Original Bill of Rights - 4The Senate refined the
amendments further and reduced them to twelve. The Senate's list was approved by a joint
committee of both houses. It was then adopted by Congress on September 25, 1789. These
twelve amendments were sent out to the states on September 28th for their ratification or
rejection. For an amendment to become effective, it was necessary that at least three-fourths
vote in favor.Ten of the amendments were eventually accepted by the states. These
amendments were put into effect and became known by the Bill of Rights. Virginia was the
eleventh state to vote in favor of passage.Summary of the Bill of Rights' PurposeMany
Americans were concerned that the Constitution did not adequately protect individual rights. The
Bill of Rights was therefore added to the Constitution. These people were crucial in ensuring the
passage of the Constitution, and its continued success as a governing document.These
concerns are addressed by the Bill of Rights, which guarantees protection of a number of
individual and state rights against intrusion by federal government to all Americans. Rights
include freedom of speech, freedom of religion and freedom from cruel or unusual
punishment.These protections were added to the Constitution and would not have been
accepted by the States. The promise to include a Bill of rights that protected individual freedoms
secured the support of most Americans and set the stage for the success of the United States
government in the future.Read the Bill of RightsPreambleCongress of the United States began



and was held in New York City on Wednesday the 4th of March, one thousand seventy-eighty-
nine.A number of States have expressed their desire to prevent misuse or misconstruction of the
Constitution by adding additional declaratory and restrictive clauses. This will ensure that the
beneficial ends of the institution.The Senate and House of Representatives of America have
resolved, with two-thirds of each House concurring, that the following Articles should be
presented to the legislatures of the various states as amendments to Constitution of the United
States. All, or any of these Articles, will be valid for all purposes and purposes as part of
Constitution when ratified and endorsed by three quarters of said Legislatures.ARTICLES, in
addition to, or Amendment of the Constitution of theUnited States of America, as proposed by
Congress and ratified by the legislatures of the various States pursuant to Article 5 of the original
Constitution.Amendment ICongress may not pass any law that would allow the establishment or
prohibition of religion; or the abridging of freedom speech or press; or the right to peaceful
assembly and petition the Government to address grievances.Amendment IITo ensure the
security of a free country, a well-regulated Militia is necessary.The right of people to keep and
bear arms shall not be violated by the State.Amendment IIIIn time of peace, no Soldier may be
quartered in any home without consent from the owner.Amendment IVPeople have the right to
be safe in their homes, papers, and belongings against unreasonable searches and seizures.
Warrants are not issued unless there is probable cause. Oaths or affirmations must be
supported with Oaths or affirmation. Also, describe the location to be searched and the persons
or items to be seized.Amendment VA Grand Jury may present or indict a person for capital or
other infamous crimes, but only when the case involves land or naval forces or the Militia. No
one shall be put in danger of losing his life or limb twice; no person will be forced to testify
against him in criminal cases; and no private property shall be taken for public purposes without
just compensation.Amendment VIThe accused in criminal cases shall be entitled to a speedy,
public trial by an impartial jury from the State or district where the crime was committed. He shall
also be informed about the nature and circumstances of the accusation, to be confronted by the
witnesses against him, to have compulsory process to obtain witnesses in his favor, as well as
the Assistance of Counsel.Amendment VIICommon law suits where the amount in dispute
exceeds twenty dollars shall preserve the right to trial by jury. No fact shall be reexamined by any
Court of the United States other than in accordance with the rules of the common.Amendment
VIIIIt is not allowed to post bail in excess, or to impose excessive fines, or to inflict cruel and
unusual punishments.Amendment IXThe Constitution's enumeration of certain rights shall not
be taken to negate or disparage any other rights that are retained by the people.Amendment
XThe Constitution does not give the United States any powers, and it doesn't prohibit the States
from using them. These powers are reserved for the States or the people.If you are curious
about the two amendments that were defeated by the states, the first was to do with the number
and composition of the representatives.The population is used to determine the allocation of
Congress. The second was about congressional pay increases. These were the two first
amendments that Congress sent to the states. These amendments were as follows:Article the



first...Representative for fifty thousand people.Article the second... No law shall affect the
compensation for the services rendered by Senators or Representatives until an election has
been held.Article 1 has not been implemented. We would have more than 6,000 members of the
House of Representatives if it were! The Apportionment determines the number of
representatives in Congress.The Act of 1911 established the 435 member membership.
However, this can be modified at any time.It is interesting to note that Article 2 was not law until
1992. It was adopted and became the 27th Amendment. It prohibits Congress from giving its
own pay raise. It allows for pay increases to be implemented with the next Congress.   Chapter
3 Are our rights being lost?The Bill of Rights is a fundamental foundation of American society.
Every American should understand that the Bill of Rights is there to protect your rights against
being taken away from you by the government. This document outlines many things the
government cannot do. It also defines the things that the government isn't supposed to do.
These rights should be protected by every American. Politicians today can take them away just
as easily as in the days when they were written.Take a look at these recent cases:Knoxville,
Tennessee fourth graders are told they cannot meet for Bible study during recess. This is
because the school has a policy that prohibits students from discussing the Bible in "free time."
Free time is defined as time between school and school.After trying to negotiate with the school
and district officials, the father filed a lawsuit alleging the boy was denied his right to freely
practice his religion in violation of the First Amendment. In return, school officials filed a lawsuit
against the boy's dad. They sought $3 million in damages for failing to exhaust all administrative
remedies. At the time this was printed, the case was still pending.*****The US Court of Appeals
in Chicago ruled recently that police don't need a search warrant in order to search a suspects
phone for incriminating data. According to the 4th Amendment, government officials cannot
search private property or seize it without a warrant issued based on probable cause.*****The
Indiana Supreme Court ruled in May 2011 that citizens cannot resist illegal entry into their
homes by police officers. A warrant under the 4th Amendment must be issued by a neutral judge
stating the evidence sought and for probable cause. The officer must also have probable cause
to believe that a crime has occurred. This is what the case said:"Richard Barnes was convicted
by a jury of Class A misdemeanor battery against a law enforcement officers, Class A
missdemeanor resisting police enforcement and Class B misdemeanor disorderly behavior.
Barnes claims that the trial court failed to inform the jury about the right to resist unlawful entry
by officers. The evidence was not sufficient to support his convictions. We find that the right to
resist unlawful entry by police officers is not a valid one. Further, the evidence is
inadmissible."The ruling stated:"We believe that an individual's right to resist unlawful police
entry into their home is against public policy. This is contrary to modern Fourth Amendment
jurisprudence. Today, the aggrieved arrestedee can seek recourse against illegal police actions
through common law.In other words, FORGET what the 4th AmendmentIt actually means. It
doesn't mean it anymore. It is impossible to challenge illegal police actions. This means that a
police officer in Indiana can enter any home at will and the homeowner cannot do anything or



speak out about it.*****In 2005, in a case known as Kelo vs. City of New London, Connecticut
decided that it would seize the property of many homeowners using eminent domain. The
government can use eminent domain to acquire private property for public purposes such as
schools or highways. The 5th Amendment demands that the government pay a fair amount for
any property it takes.New London however did not acquire the property for public use. Instead, it
intended to sell it to a private developer who promised to construct a large facility that would
include offices, shops, and other amenities. It was estimated that the project created more than
3,000 jobs and brought in $1.2 million annually in tax revenue.The city bought the properties of
some owners for a private use. However, the city sued them. The homeowners were ruled out by
the Supreme Court! The 5th Amendment clearly says that private property cannot be taken for
public purposes without just compensation. Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote in his majority
opinion (you won’t believe it!) The Court "long ago rejected any literal requirement that
condemned land be made available to the general public."Does that mean the Court doesn’t
have to interpret the Constitution literally?*****A University of Idaho student from Idaho filed a
lawsuit against it because they had a strict policy of "no guns on campus". A 36-year-old law-
abiding citizen who lived on campus with his family wanted to own a gun for their safety. He
could only possess a gun on campus if it was stored at the police station.The 2nd Amendment
states, "The right of the peoples to keep and bear arms, shall not be violated.".*****The federal
government passed a law in 2010 requiring all Americans join a federally administered health
care plan. Multiple states filed a lawsuit against federal government, claiming that the federal
government does not have the Constitutional authority to make healthcare decisions for
Americans.The Constitution, indeed, says nothing about Congress Having any authority over
healthcare. The 10th Amendment of the Constitution states that the powers not granted to the
United States by the Constitution nor prohibited by it to them are reserved for the States or the
people.*****The Patriot Act grants the government authority to enter your home without your
consent and take evidence. According to the 4th Amendment, the government cannot enter your
house or seize your property unless a warrant is properly executed and signed by neutral judges.
The 7th Amendment gives you the right to defend yourself against criminal charges. You don't
know how to defend yourself against faulty criminal charges based on this evidence?*****The
Patriot Act also allows the FBI to issue its own search warrants in order to obtain information
from many places, including restaurants, libraries, and hotels. This is another violation to the 4th
Amendment's requirement for a judge to issue a warrant for searches or seizures.Additionally,
the FBI can issue gag orders to anyone who is involved in the case if it shows up with a self-
written warrant. It would be illegal for them to tell their lawyer, co-worker, or grandmother about
the warrant. What happened to the 1st Amendment's provision that "Congress shall not make
any law abridging... freedom of speech"?*****2011 - The Supreme Court ruled that officers can
open the doors of private homes if they suspect they are smelling marijuana and believe the
evidence is being destroyed. This was without a warrant from neutral magistrates. To search and
seize private property, a warrant must be issued under the 4th Amendment.*****The Federal



Restricted Buildings and Grounds Improvement Act was signed by President Obama in March
2012. It is now a federal crime for protesters to hold a demonstration while the Secret Service
guards someone. Many events fall under the protection of the Secret Service, including federal
elections, the Super Bowl, basketball championships, and the Olympics. Protesting in these
venues is a crime under this law. What happened to the Freedom of Assembly Clause of the 1st
Amendment? This clause allows American citizens to gather wherever they like and with
whomever they wish. The 1st Amendment also contains the Freedom to Petition Clause that
gives you the right to petition government to redress grievances. How can you protest politicians
if they don't allow you to protest where you are?*****These are just a few examples of many
other cases where modern laws clearly violate the Bill of Rights. It is clear that our elected
officials and courts are in serious trouble. It is almost impossible to adhere to the plain language
in the Constitution. Every day, the Constitution is being broken. They don't seem to even realize it
exists. Are they aware of it? They don't seem capable of understanding that it exists, even if they
know it exists!Every American has a duty to see to it that the usurpation and infringement of
individual rights and those of the state is stopped.How is it possible for officials to pass laws that
clearly contradict the Bill of Rights' plain English? We are letting them. They will be challenged.
Voters are the only ones who have any authority over elected officials. Voters will not be able to
stop officials from stealing their rights. Their laws will be in force and our rights will continue to be
eroded. The government's power will grow in size and strength until...It is hard to imagine how
much power the government could take away from people. How much power can corrupt people
or well-meaning individuals take from you and your local government? It remains to be seen, and
will likely remain so, if Americans don't step up and demand that elected officials follow the
Constitution and Bill of Rights. That means you...You are already ahead of the majority of people
who don't know their rights, having already read the Ten Amendments to the US Constitution.
Next, we'll take a closer look at each Amendment. We will discuss its origins, importance to the
Founding Fathers, and how it impacts you today.   Chapter 4 The 1st AmendmentThe Bill of
Rights' most famous Amendment is the 1st Amendment. It includes some of the most important
concepts in political debate, including freedom of religion, freedom from speech, and freedom of
press. This is how the 1st Amendment looks:"Congress shall not make any law respecting an
establishment or prohibiting its free exercise; or abridging freedom of speech or of the media; or
the right to peacefully assemble and petition the Government to address grievances."The 1st
Amendment guarantees your rights to practice and believe any religious principles that you
choose. It also protects your right not to be liked or opposed by elected officials.It protects your
rights to publish any information that you wish, to join with anyone you like and to ask the
government for corrections.What does the 1st Amendment actually mean? How does it relate to
us today? Is it relevant to your situation today? It sure does. It affects almost everything.Seven
clauses make up the 1st Amendment. This chapter explains the history of each clause and
explains why the Founding Fathers included it in the Bill of Rights.Seven Sections of the 1st
Amendment Opening PhraseThe 1st Amendment's Opening Phrase states that "Congress shall



not make any law." This has many important implications. This phrase specifically mentions
Congress and does not refer to individuals. The Congress cannot prohibit certain speech types,
but individuals can. A parent could prohibit his child from discussing certain topics, while an
employer could penalize employees for speaking about illicit sexuality. This right would be
protected. The opening statement does not prohibit Congress from passing laws on such
matters, but it also suggests that individuals can restrict the activities of others.The 1st
Amendment also states that Congress may not pass laws restricting these rights. However, it
does not prohibit the states from restricting these liberties. For the first 100 years, the United
States was free from any restrictions on these rights.The Bill of Rights was intended to limit only
the power of Congress and not of the states. Thus, the states could createlaws dealing with
religion, freedom of speech and the press, etc. - a very different approach to what we are used
to today.How did this change?Answer: Because of the Civil War. The Civil War ended, and the
Civil War was over.The Republican Congress was diligent in protecting the rights of African
Americans, who had just won their freedom. As were many abolitionists from the North,
President Abraham Lincoln was a Republican. The Democrat Party was the party of slave-
holding south. After the war, almost all former slaves were Republicans.The Republican
Congress proposed amendments to the Constitution to ensure that all African Americans had
equal rights. The southern states passed "Black Codes" that limited many rights for African
Americans such as the right of ownership, travel, and voting. The Republican Congress passed
the 14th Amendment, which guaranteed equal rights for all citizens.The 14th Amendment
prohibits states from granting equal rights to any person. For the first 100 years of America's
existence, the Bill of Rights only applied to the federal government. It did not apply to the states.
The 14th Amendment placed a restriction on states from discriminating against citizens. Courts
began to apply the Bill of Rights restrictions to states gradually. This was accomplished by the
14th Amendment's "Due Process" clause, which stipulated that all citizens should receive "due
process of the law." Gradually, many of the rights in the Bill of Rights were included in the list of
restrictions against state governments.For example, states used to be able to pass laws
restricting freedoms of press and religion. But after the 14th Amendment, however, the Supreme
Court ruled that states couldn't make such laws anymore. Although it may seem obvious, the
14th Amendment prohibits you from making laws that violate any of the Bill of Rights rights.
However, this greatly diminished the ability of states and citizens to regulate their lives. It gave
the Supreme Court and federal government a lot more power, which led to many of today's
political problems. The 14th Amendment can be found on page 342. It is important that you read
it immediately as we will be referring to it numerous times throughout this book.Let's ask
ourselves a question: "Why would the Founders allow the states to make laws about the list of
rights that are protected from federal intervention in The Bill of Rights?"As we go, we'll answer
this question. The Establishment ClauseThe Establishment Clause states that:"Congress shall
not make any law regarding the establishment or maintenance of religion." This clause can be
interpreted as three things.1. The Congress may not create an official religion or denomination



and demand that people believe or support it.2. The Congress cannot favor one denomination or
religion over another in its laws.3. Congress cannot favor or disfavor any religion or
denomination over another.The History of the Establishment ClauseThis amendment is based
on colonial and English history. There were times when one religion was preferred over the other.
In England, for example, either Catholicism, or Protestantism was the official religion at times.
People who did not adhere to the dominant religion were often imprisoned and tortured and
even killed.Early America had many colonial governments that supported religious institutions.
The state church was supported by tax dollars. Some colonies required membership in a
particular church denomination. People who disagreed with the practices and tenets of the state
church were subject to punishment. Generally speaking, Puritanism was dominant in the
northern colonies while Anglicanism was predominant in the South. Some places persecuted
Baptists, others Catholics and still others Quakers.Many Americans were fed up with the state
telling them what to believe and how they should express it. Many demanded an amendment to
Constitution that would guarantee freedom of religion for all Americans. They could believe what
they wanted and express their beliefs however they liked, even if they didn't believe in any God.
Today, freedom of religion is a wellknown belief that many people would not challenge.What
does the term "Establishment of Religion" mean?There have been problems in defining what the
"establishing of religion" restriction means. Does it mean students can't pray in schools because
they are state-run institutions? It would seem that the state endorses cities not displaying
Nativity scenes at Christmas.Christianity? If a student receives its benefit, is it possible for
government money to be used to support education "establishing religion"?Prayer at a football
gameThese and other issues have been discussed and debated throughout American history.
But, this is especially true in the past 60 years, when religious expression in public was more
controversial. The majority of recent court cases concerning the "establishment religion" have
involved religious expression in public schools.This issue is divided into two camps. The
accommodationist camp is one. They believe accommodations should be made to
accommodate the large role religion plays in American life. They would argue that students
should be allowed to pray before football games, for example. They have the right to pray, and
the state must allow them to.Separatists are the other camp. They believe there can be no
mixing of religious and state activities on any basis. They believe that students should not be
permitted to pray prior to the football game because the school sponsoring it is a state-run
institution. Allowing them to pray at an event sponsored by the state would promote the students'
faith.There is a fine line between promoting religious values that are beneficial for society and
forcing people into religious beliefs they don't agree with. For example, many people want to
pray to God. They consider praying to God a positive thing. However, some people may not
believe in God or may be more comfortable listening to others' prayers while at an event
sanctioned by the state. This could make it seem as though they are being coerced. However, if
someone wants to pray to God, shouldn’t they be allowed to?This knife can be used in both
directions. The majority of Americans want their religion to be supported in public policy.



However, they don't want the state to force religious views on them. However, by putting their
religion first over all others, they automatically make others believe the same way. This is
something to consider!Everyday life: The Establishment ClauseThe Establishment Clause, as
the courts currently interpret it, allows people to express their religious beliefs in places or events
that are stateapproved, but the state cannot promote any particular set of religious
values.However, courts have ruled that the state does not need to completely exclude religious
subjects as long as they are not promoted over others. This means that a city can display a
Christmas-themed decoration if it is accompanied by other decorations. The purpose of the
display is to celebrate the holiday season, and not promote Christianity. However, if the city
displayed a Christian symbol, it would appear to be promoting Christianity. This would not be
permitted.The Supreme Court has also ruled that Christian students can use public facilities
provided they are not used by other student groups. They cannot be discriminated against
because they are Christians. Adult Christian groups can use public facilities in the same way as
other groups. Their Christianity cannot prevent them from using public facilities. The Supreme
Court also permitted the teaching of the Bible in public schools, distribution of religious material
on public property, and the use public money to support religious schools through voucher
programs.Important importance of the Establishment ClauseThe Establishment Clause plays a
vital role in American life. The Establishment Clause is essential in American life. Without it, the
government could tell you what beliefs you must hold and how to express them. While it would
be fine for people who believe the same as you to be in power and make laws that favor your
beliefs, what about all others? What if one person wants to pray standing up while the other
prefers to pray sitting? What if one person wanted to go to church on Sunday and the other on
Saturday, but one wasn't interested in going? They shouldn't be forced to follow their religious
beliefs. The majority of people don't want the government telling their beliefs. They want to be
able to choose their beliefs and follow their conscience.The Free Exercise ClauseThe 1st
Amendment's Free Exercise Clause reads as follows:"Congress shall not make any law
regarding establishment of religion or free exercise thereof."These rights are the most important
to all Americans.The purpose of the free exercise clauseThe Free Exercise Clause forbids
Congress from passing laws that restrict the expression of American religious beliefs. This
includes,Congress cannot make laws telling you when to pray, what Day to attend church or to
whom you need to pray. This clause, however, guarantees that you are free to make your own
decisions.Because of past abuses of this right, the Bill of Rights was amended to include the
Free Exercise Clause. For example, some colonies required Sunday church attendance. Non-
participation was punished with fines.Supreme Court Cases with Free Exercise ClauseThis
issue was not addressed by the courts until after the civil war. In 1879, Reynolds vs. United
States was heard. A case in which a Mormon polygamist claimed his right to polygamy was
protected by the Free Exercise Clause despite the fact that there was a federal law against it.
The majority of cases involving this clause relate to a minority religious group's practice of
behavior that is unacceptable to the general population.The Supreme Court ruled in Reynolds



vs. United States that religious practices could be regulated by the government, but not religious
belief as long as they were not targeted at religious groups. A neutral law, such as one that
prohibits polygamy in all circumstances to everyone, does not specifically target Mormons who
believe this practice. It is instead a general law that affects everyone and does not impact those
Mormons who practice polygamy.Jehovah's WitnessesSeveral Supreme Court cases were
examined regarding the Jehovah’s Witnesses' practices. Many municipalities tried to regulate
Jehovah’s Witnesses' activities by requiring them to have a license from their municipality to
distribute pamphlets and passing anti-littering ordinances that target Jehovah’s Witnesses’ tract
distribution. They also expelled children who refused to say the Pledge of allegiance. The Court
has ruled in favor Jehovah’s Witnesses in most cases. This strengthens the rights of all religious
groups and reduces the government's power to punish or force them to change their beliefs.to
do things againsttheir conscience.The Compelling Interest StandardThe "compelling interests"
standard has been used by the Supreme Court to rule Free Exercise cases for many years. To
be permitted to regulate a religious practice, the state must have a compelling interest. This
standard governs the Court's decisions. The Court ruled that unemployment benefits cannot be
denied to a Seventh Day Adventist who refuses to work Saturdays. It also ruled that the law
could not require the Amish to send their children to school after eighth grade. These practices
were not prohibited by the Court.The Court ruled, however, that the state had a compelling
interest in taxing the Amish, in depriving tax-exempt status from a religious college that denied
students based upon their race, and in requiring a Jewish Army officer to wear regulation
headgear, even though he wanted to wear his yarmulke.The Religious Freedom Restoration
ActEmployment Division vs. Smith ruled in 1990 that an American Indian substance abuse
counselor had been fired for using a hallucinogenic drug "peyote" in religious ceremonies.
Because he used drugs, he was fired. He claimed that the Free Exercise Clause granted him
permission to use drugs and that his right to free religion was being violated. The Court
disagreed, concluding that the State's interest in reducing drug use was not targeted at this
man's religious beliefs.The case caused anger from many religious groups in America as well as
Congress. Many believed that the Court would take a more strict stance against religious
practices, and that this precedent could lead to tighter regulation for all religious groups.In 1993,
Congress passed the "Religious Freedom Restoration Act", a law that was drafted in response
to the ruling. The Act would have provided greater protections for the religious practices of
minorities. In 1997, theCourt struck down the entire law and ruled that Congress had overthrown
the Court's authority in interpreting the Constitution.
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